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Abstract
It is a fact that the morphology, physiology, and load-bearing activities of two patients are never identical. The
normal allometric variations in regional anatomy, primary disease processes, and co-morbid pathologies
demand individual treatment planning and selection of implants for surgical repair, reconstruction, and
replacement leading to patient-specific and patient-appropriate interventions. It requires quantification of hard
and soft tissues of human anatomy directly or indirectly from image data and other evaluation techniques, which
can be combined with reconstruction implant/s to form a composite structure for pre-operative evaluation.
Finite element modeling and analysis are routine engineering methods to assess the safety and endurance of
the physical structures, which can be applied for the numerical evaluation of fracture/osteotomy reconstruction.
The present study delves into the fundamentals of various imaging techniques and techniques for the acquisition
of hard and soft tissue densities to extract material properties and introduces the practice of finite element
methods for higher analysis and their intended surgical application.
Keywords: Sternotomy, finite element analysis, bone density, elastic modulus, elastography, fractals, fractal-like,
clinical biomechanical engineer
Short title: Patient-appropriate and patient-specific quantification

Introduction
1.0 Patient-specific and patient-appropriate medicine
There are numerous terms such as “personalized medicine,” and “precision medicine,” to describe individual
patient management in the context of genes and patients’ clinical data. The shift in terminology reflects the
collective demand of the scientific community based on progress in biomedical sciences. Generally, the term
“patient-specific” implies customization to the precise anatomy, physiology, or holistic health care needs of a
single person. In many patients’ specific treatment strategies are developed on this all-inclusive definition, which
often comes with potential sources of errors at all levels of patient care due to a lack of precise collection of
clinical data, a variety of investigational procedures, and less considered patient-to-patient lifestyle variability.
Frequently, it is recommended to support the management of a patient along with evidence-based medicine
outcomes, which come with population-based statistically manipulated extraneous data, physician expertise,
and patient preferences. The same can be said of a computational modeling pipeline in biomechanical
engineering if one or more included parameters originate from cadaveric biomechanical experiments and a
library of image-based data. An investigational technique and surgical technique can only be called ‘patientspecific’ if the collected set of data specifically belongs to the same individual. In other words, the individual’s
data is without the inclusion of any kind of extraneous experimental or statistically averaged values based on
anthropometric population data(Kent & Hayward, 2007).
The meaning of the term patient-specific medicine is neither synonymous with the above-mentioned terms nor
interchangeable with patient-appropriate medicine. ‘Specific’ refers to something customized and precise, and
‘appropriate’ means that something is suitable and favourable to the special requirements, not simply to normal
physiology, but in response to comorbid conditions as well. To apply mathematical assumptions in higher
analytical calculations or say approximately is inaccurate and imprecise, because it may not be nearly so to the
real values for surgical application.
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In surgical practice, the objectives of patient-specific medicine relate to preoperative planning for developing
treatment strategies, surgeon-based optimal selection of surgical approach as applied to a particular section of
an anatomical segment, and applicable implants to mitigate intraoperative setbacks and postoperative
complications to enhance the predictability of the patient-based outcome. To be more precise, the term patientspecific in the management of fractures and osteotomies, including osteochondrotomy of the sternum, be
limited to a section such as the head, the shaft, or the condylar end of an index long bone segment of the
skeleton under surgical intervention. Therefore, the patient-specific activity must appertain to a definite section
of a particular segment of the human anatomy within an organ system having specific characteristics that are
being isolated for qualitative and quantitative evaluation to acquire precision data in a definite manner for
clinical application. There can be significant three-dimensional variations in the anatomical features such as
surface contours, geometric dimensions, cortical and trabecular structure, effective muscle loading conditions,
digital image quantification for bone mineral density, and bone material properties for numerical analysis to
develop fracture/osteotomy reconstruction strategies.
An anatomical segment or organ under treatment is continuously influenced by the entire physiological and
pathological interior milieu state of an individual patient. Therefore, the influential factors must be taken into
consideration when a treatment plan is instituted, to expect a globally successful outcome of the treatment. This
holistic principle is the foremost tenet of what here is referred to as patient-appropriate medicine(Gandhi, 2019)
that can directly or indirectly affect native patient-specific quantitative biomechanical parameters. A patient
coming for coronary bypass surgery who is due for an osteochondrotomy of the sternum frequently suffers from
multiple co-morbidities such as diabetes mellitus, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, high body mass index,
renal insufficiency, metabolic bone disorder, etc. The female population with high BMI has large breasts that
may produce excessive inferior and lateral postural distraction forces on the healing sternum and may become
the cause of delayed healing, wound breakdown, and deep retro-sternal infection.
The rationale for directing effort towards patient-specific and patient-appropriate measurements are
anthropometric variations of the human body in different geographical locations and subtle environmentdependent evolution. There are growth and developmental differences that depend on variations in
socioeconomic standards and birth-related abnormalities. During development, there are proportional sexspecific allometric changes such as shape, size, form, and material properties over a lifetime. There are also
variations in the pattern of the same disease and a variety of associated co-morbidities in the same patient at
different times. For computer modeling of the sternum, there is a need for comprehensive geometrical
measurements of all the dimensions – length, width, and thickness of the sternal components at various levels
in relation to the costal cartilages, its sagittal plane curvature, and thoracic cage volume for optimization of
patient-specific reconstruction implant that has suitable design parameters to meet the patient-appropriate
requirements.
In clinical practice, there are several methods, such as plain radiography, computed tomography (CT), magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), etc. for the acquisition of 2D and 3D digital images for morphometric quantification.
There had been increasing efforts with some success to deduce material properties of bone and soft tissues
from image characteristics during in-depth image processing. The method chosen depends on the field of
application, cost, and most importantly amount of radiation to the patient. Although the quality of data
collection is dependent on the sophistication of the technique to provide 3D reconstruction automatically of the
anatomy under examination it should also be cost-effective and made available swiftly. To attain the objective
of constructing the computer model of a section or a complete bone segment for surgical application, the
present study explores conventional chest radiography and the fundamentals of various other imaging
modalities for obtaining hard and soft tissue densities to extract material properties and introduces the practice
of finite element methods for higher analysis routinely
2.0 Inclusion of hard and soft tissue structures in the model
Based on the anatomy of the sternum (manubrium, gladiolus, and xiphoid) various geometric points can be
defined to collect morphological data. Other than the 3D anatomy of the entire thoracic skeletal cage for finite
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element modeling (FEM) there is a need for a greater understanding of the physiological reaction to the
kinematics and forces acting on it for subsequent finite element analysis (FEA). In this respect, it is critical to
consider the inclusion of other anatomical structures, including articulations, joint capsules and ligaments,
extrinsic fascio-cutaneous coat, muscles, and even diaphragm to represent normal and abnormal respiratory
movements. Depending on the volume of the breast tissue mass and posture of the person its weight may
contribute significant traction force on the sternum directly via pectoralis major.
Anthropometric data can be collected by using standardized geometric points on the sternum and remainder
of the thoracic cage anatomy, and salient soft tissue points. There can be inherent sources of error, particularly
when it comes to measuring curved anatomy of the ribs and irregular structures constituting vertebral column
from two or more views of 2D plain radiographs of the chest for 3D volumetric transformation following
segmentation of skeletal anatomy of the thorax. Once a satisfactory 3D rendering of the thoracic skeleton with
salient soft tissue structures is created, then only it is ready for finite element meshing of the model leading to
a mathematical solution by applying patient-specific bone and soft tissue material properties and patientappropriate loading and boundary conditions. For surgical precision applying population and the literaturebased values would provide less than optimal bone-implant interface and response to the applied load.
Although it is less than likely to fail, however, if it does, the participating clinical biomechanical engineering team
carrying out the finite element analysis and making recommendations will face disappointment, lose the trust
of the surgeon, and from the health provider’s prospective investment in tools and time.
3.0 Digital imaging and current chest radiographic techniques
3.1 Review of digital image properties
Medical images are a 2D representation of 3D physical structures of normal or pathological human anatomy.
They are heterogeneous in appearance even within the same anatomic region. Almost all medical images are
packed with multiple regions of varying tissue densities depending upon the hierarchy of cellular structure
constituting the tissues, and the amount of air, water, and mineral content. As x-ray imaging is an energy
attenuation modality the projected pixel grey-level values in the image represent tissue densities depending
upon the amount of x-ray beam attenuation when transmitted through each tissue constituting the region. By
convention, the denser the tissue brighter the representation in an image(GEOFF DOUGHERTY, 2009). Thus, the
various structures in a busy image like a chest radiograph can only be recognized easily because of the varying
pixel intensities of the tissues. In comparison to ionizing radiation-based computed tomography (CT), plain
radiography differentiates fewer tissue densities. Whereas magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) based on
absorption and emission of the radio-frequency wave is related to the applied sequence (T1 and T2 weighted
images) in a high-power magnetic field. Therefore, the image intensities seen on MRI do not correspond to the
image intensities resulting from x-ray attenuation equivalent to tissue densities as projected in radiation-based
images of the same region.
3.2 Conventional chest radiography –
The standard image of the coronal posterior-anterior (PA) view of the chest radiograph is to examine soft tissue
structures in the thorax. The projected x-ray beam is attenuated in variable amounts when transmitted through
the chest as there are high-density bones, cartilage tissue, soft tissues, blood in the heart and vessels, and air in
the lungs. The real-world 3D anatomic structures projected in the image are superimposed and ‘compressed’.
The observing physician must merge the orthogonal views in his or her mind to realize 3D anatomy to extract
in-depth meaningful information.
The bone has a higher attenuation coefficient than soft tissue because of greater photoelectric absorption.
However, the radio-dense heart attenuates most of the photoelectric beam absorbing the greatest number of
the x-ray photons, so that in a PA view the sternum is completely occluded by it. If the thoracic spine is not
visible in the silhouette of the heart it means the image is underpenetrated. The advantage of the digital imaging
technique is that the appearance of images can be improved to distinguish various structures, the image
information can be stored and processed, and used for higher numerical analysis by building a 3D anatomy
model. As the objective of chest radiography is to delineate soft tissue structures rather than the thoracic
skeleton, special views are required to image structures of interest that are either occluded or lost due to
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Figure 1– A section of the right anterior oblique view of the chest x-ray to demonstrate the coronal view of
the sternum from behind. The image has been modified to enhance its appearance for clarity. The problem of
altered grey-level values of the sternum due to the overlapping of other tissues to calculate the real tissue
attenuation density of the sternum is obvious in a multilayered image like that of the thorax. (Source xrayandradiologylecturenotes.blogspot.com/2012/12/sternum-clavicle-ribs.html).
overlapping structures averaging overall tissue density represented in the form of equivalent pixel intensities.
The sagittal anatomy of the sternum is visible adequately in the lateral view. To see its anatomy in the coronal
plane generally a 20-45 degree anterior oblique x-ray beam is directed at the sternum to pass through the
paravertebral plane (Fig. 1). The shadow of the sternum rests on the heart silhouette or radiolucent lung
depending on whether the right or left anterior oblique view is taken. A reasonable quality coronal image of the
sternum is produced with overlapping posterior rib shafts. In all the views of the chest, there is overlapping of
the structures, which makes recognition and counting of the ribs difficult to label for application of point markers
during the integration of the 2D radiographic views for 3D reconstruction of the thoracic cage.
3.3 Dual-energy subtraction chest radiography
The variation in tissue densities resulting in different degrees of x-ray beam attenuation is central to the
development of the dual-energy subtraction radiographic technique. Bone absorbs a greater number of photons
as it has a higher atomic number of calcium atoms relative to soft tissues(Vock & Szucs-Farkas, 2009). It means
by projecting x-ray beams of two different energies, simultaneously or separately with a high degree of
attenuation differential can help separate structures of high and low photon absorption tissues. Thereby,
manipulation of energy differential and image contrast of either bone or soft tissues can be enhanced to isolate
higher-density bones from lower-density structures(Brody et al., 1981). The higher photon attenuating bone
tissue is the result of a low-energy beam. The effective x-ray beam energies generated for the dual-energy
subtraction process are 60kVp and 120kVp. The two images captured at these different energies are weighted
relative to each other, and at the time of image decomposition if the high-energy weighted image is subtracted
by bringing its signal to almost zero, then only low energy weighted image structures are preserved; otherwise,
both images are available for visualization separately. Total ionizing radiation exposure to the subject is about
15% more than PA and lateral views of standard chest radiography(Vock & Szucs-Farkas, 2009).
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3.4 Dual-energy digital tomosynthesis
In computed tomography, multiple 2D planar images containing 3D information are collected at the same time
without altering the geometric parameters of the object, and the image coordinates to unify the information for
the reconstruction of 3D anatomy. A similar computing strategy is employed to undertake the dual-energy
tomosynthesis imaging process. The initial orientation of the subject, the x-ray tube, and the flat-panel detector
are like standard chest radiography. In dual-energy digital tomosynthesis, the relative motion of the tube and
detector panel is pre-determined to bring the plane of the desired location in constant focus(Dobbins et al.,
2008).
As the technique is based on the dual-energy subtraction principle the tomosynthesis system uses 60kVp and
120kVp x-ray projection beams for imaging the thoracic cage in posterior-anterior orientation. Unlike CT, where
the x-ray beam takes a spiral path to strike multiple detectors as the gantry translate, here multiple scans are
obtained by making a single sweeping motion of the tube through a pre-determined rotation angle (35-40
degree) to include the entire field of interest. The collected set of multiple low and high-energy image slices are
reconstructed to generate a much higher quality image compared to the dual-energy subtraction technique.
The motorized movement of the tube is controlled by a computer program along a vertical linear path to acquire
projected images on a single flat panel detector(Dobbins & McAdams, 2009). By applying a weighted subtraction
program bone or soft tissue tomograms can be produced depending on attenuation co-efficient differential.
Although digital tomosynthesis does not provide as good depth as seen on the CT, it is cheaper, produces much
higher quality images than conventional chest radiography, and has the advantage of low radiation dose
exposure. In a multi-centre prospective randomized study to compare dual-energy subtraction, digital
tomosynthesis, and conventional chest radiography trial, the relative effective clinical dose for conventional
chest x-ray was 0.02-0.19mSv; digital tomosynthesis was 0.07-0.41mSv, and for CT was 1.4-18.2mSv(Dobbins et
al., 2017).
3.5 Electronic optical system
Both CT and MRI techniques lend well to reconstructing 3D virtual structures with the help of incorporated
software, but they have individual limitations. Alternative to these is a new research technology called electronic
optical system EOS®. It has a set of two orthogonally arranged x-ray beam heads in the calibrated environment,
which provides 3D reconstructed images of a region. As most of the work done is to study scoliosis, it excludes
the sternum and like all known x-ray modalities it also does not show the costal cartilages. The system is
synchronized to take posterior-anterior and lateral views at the same time, reducing the radiation dose to the
patient. It comes at a very high installation cost with system-specific limitations and cost-effectiveness(Melhem
et al., 2016) and limitations of the 3D virtual model for precision surgical work(Glaser et al., 2012).
So far there is no known suitable low ionizing radiation technique that can be applied safely and rapidly for the
reconstruction of a 3D virtual model of the thoracic skeleton for higher numerical analysis for surgical
intervention. Among the techniques discussed above, standard PA, lateral, and right or left anterior oblique
chest radiographic views are simple and fall within the everyday experience to construct a 3D stereo radiograph
of a complete thoracic skeleton. However, it is worth considering dual-energy subtraction and tomosynthesis
techniques as they make the production of higher-quality images and segregation of the thoracic skeleton
possible.
This study also proposes the acquisition of the 3D structure of the radiolucent costal cartilages by exploring the
worth of 3D volume rendering ultrasound technology to include them as they play a significant role in the
biomechanics of the thoracic cage during respiration and when an external load is applied. Intercalation of
patient-specific costal cartilage anatomy and availability of their original pixel intensities would help extract their
elastic modulus for numerical analysis and surgical applications.
4.0 3D The role and ultrasound imaging of the costal cartilages
The costal cartilages play an important biomechanical role in the movements of the thorax, which is benignly
ignored in both experimental and clinical practice. Whereas the investigative role of ultrasound in the
examination of the chest wall is less described in literature than in computed tomography and magnetic
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resonance imaging. The costal cartilages are projected neither on CT nor plain radiography of the chest unless
ossified.
4 .1 Structure and biomechanical role of the costal cartilages
The first to seventh costal cartilages are intercalated between the ribs and the sternum, and the eighth to the
tenth articulate with each other and ultimately to the seventh (Fig. 2 and Fig. 4). Except for synarthrosis between
the first costal cartilage and the manubrium rest of the costo-sternal articulations are synovial, which means
some movements must be occurring there. As embryonic structures, the continuation of the un-ossified costal
cartilages into the bony ribs varies in length and the cross-sectional area(Standring, 2008). The extra-thoracic
and intra-thoracic surfaces of the intercalating costal cartilages provide attachment to the muscles and
contribute a significant amount of elasticity to axial rotation of the ribs(Standring, 2008), and act as torque bars
to store energy for smooth motion of the sternum during respiration. The costal cartilages undergo an
ossification process throughout adulthood, and it varies in amount and distribution in males and
females(Stewart & McCormick, 1984). A definitive pattern is observed in the distribution of ossified areas, being
peripheral in males and more central in females(Rejtarová et al., 2004).

Seventh cervical vertebra

Sternum
Thoracic spine
Posterior end of a rib
Costal cartilage

Figure 2 – Left posterior-anterior oblique view of the thoracic skeleton showing the posterior surface of the
sternum through overlapping posterior rib shafts.
Although the biomechanical significance of the age-related ossification pattern of costal cartilages remains
unexplained, the formation of the ossified shell overall provides 50% more stiffness to the structure of the chest
wall(Murakami et al., 2006). The relative degree of volumetric increase in ossification results in an equivalent
change in the elastic modulus of the costal cartilages(Oyen et al., 2005) with age-related growth and change in
its geometrical shape. The reported elastic modulus measured by the indentation technique is between 5.5 and
14.2MPa(Forman et al., 2010; A. Lau et al., 2008). The costal cartilages lead to a global gender-specific change
in the elasticity of the whole thoracic cage in response to an external load, as has been observed in age-related
calcification at other hyaline cartilage sites(A. G. Lau et al., 2011).
It means for true patient-specific and patient-appropriate parameters for finite element modeling and analysis,
complete 3D geometry and volumetric mineral density of the costal cartilages must be considered as it changes
the behaviour of the model with a change in its material properties(Forman & Kent, 2011; Huang et al., 2019).
Therefore, it becomes important that the biomechanical role of the costal cartilages is considered whenever
patient-specific and patient-appropriate finite element analysis is planned for the sternum under normal and
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pathological external loads. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to build a 3D structure of the costal cartilages
and stitch it within the topographic anatomy of the 3D thoracic cage model.
4.2 Three-dimensional ultrasound modality
So far 3D ultrasound for volume rendering of costal cartilages has not been explored very well, however, it has
been applied to study parts of thoracic and abdominal walls(Meuwly & Gudinchet, 2004) as a diagnostic
tool(Battistelli & Anselem, 1993; Choi et al., 1995). It has also been used as a research tool to study the progress
of fracture healing in the long bones to assess the 3D anatomy of radiolucent fracture callus(Nicholson et al.,
2019; Wawrzyk et al., 2015). The 3D ultrasound imaging technique can study the 3D anatomy of the costal
cartilages and has been successfully shown to demonstrate the injuries and other pathological lesions of the
costal cartilages(Battistelli & Anselem, 1993; Choi et al., 1995). There are methods and systems available for
rendering high-quality 2D ultrasound data to produce 3D volumetric images(Mozaffari & Lee, 2017). The
acquired scanned data and corresponding geometrical orientation of multiple image slices containing sectional
anatomy information are computed to render 3D ultrasound volume. The 3D surface model from 2D images in
anatomic order is stacked to construct a 3D voxelized volume in x, y, and z-axis space(Fenster & Downey, 1996).
The missed-out sections of the anatomy due to errors in sweeping and tilting movements of the transducer are
computed by interpolating grey-level values of the available pixels and voxels in the stack. To extract specific
region-of-interest 2D images are mapped, segmented, and interpolated to reconstruct 3D structures with the
help of available software(Prager et al., 1999).
With the acquisition of all the bony and cartilaginous elements of the thoracic skeleton, it will be possible to
reconstruct and animate rendered 3D virtual model. It will allow the operator to interactively visualize complete
anatomy from different perspectives and after finite element analysis observe representative stress and strain
variations on the von Mises map.
5.0 Stereo-radiography process for 2D to 3D reconstruction
The 2D images come with a loss of depth, which is represented along the z-axis. To reconstruct 3D images from
2D images require two or more views taken in coronal, sagittal, and one or more oblique views to acquire
maximum information about the shape, size, and orientation of the normal anatomy and the pathology
embedded in it.
5.1 Current state of 2D to 3D reconstruction
There are numerous techniques described in the literature based on statistical shape modeling, parametric and
geometric deformable models, and feature-based methods(Goswami & Kr., 2015; Hosseinian & Arefi, 2015).
Broadly speaking, in these techniques, some methods use only one or two plain radiographs as input views
merged by solving mathematical algorithms. The statistical shape modeling requires many examples to build a
training set of atlases(Dworzak et al., 2010) and in the case of the template method, the 3D model is used to
reconfigure calibrated x-ray images of a given patient by elastic deformation using a non-stereo corresponding
contour algorithm(Laporte et al., 2003). The feature-based methods employ point cloud which requires the skills
of an expert operator to identify salient anatomical points and lines manually on all the radiographic
views(Zheng G, Gollmer S, Schumann S, Dong X, Feilkas T, 2009). The point cloud method is preferable because
of its simplicity but it is labour intensive and involves the cost of a dedicated expert.
5.2 Photogrammetry and direct linear transformation
The stereo-radiography employs the basis of the stereo-photogrammetry algorithm and direct linear
transformation for stereo correspondence of selected points on the input views(Aubin et al., 1997; Dansereau &
Stokes, 1988). It combines two or more views taken simultaneously or one at a time from different positions of
the same type of imaging system or different poses of an object or a subject with a single system if the
coordinates of all the views are constant. The photogrammetry process is to record, measure, and interpret realworld photographic information to generate three-dimensional image data (stereo-photogrammetry) to
produce 3D digital models of 2D images (Fig. 3). The object in 3D real-world space and 2D image plane captured
by two or more digital cameras or radiography imaging systems are calibrated to establish the same Cartesian
coordinates of the object and the image space.
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Figure 3 – A simplified line drawing to demonstrate the process of the stereo-photogrammetry process to
reconstruct 3D skeletal anatomy from two 2D plain radiographic views. A. anterior view and B. lateral view
with skin markers placed on salient features, and C. reconstructed 3D anatomy following stereo
correspondence of “point clouds” by applying the direct linear transformation.
The radio-opaque markers placed on the skin surface of a patient or placed in the outside space for calibration
are kept common to all the views. In all the images of various views, the coordinates are applied to each point
on the selected salient features of anatomical structures. The photogrammetry algorithm(Dansereau & Stokes,
1988) is applied to minimize the distance between similarity points in all the views by what is called the sum of
the squares of errors within coordinates relative to the displacement of all the reference points. While the stereophotogrammetry estimates the 3D coordinates of all the included points used as markers on a 3D object and
the same points are measured on all the views taken from different fixed positions in space(Rajulu, S Corner,
2013). For stereo correspondence, salient anatomical points are marked manually using radiographic markers.
The radio-opaque skin markers are identified on radiographic views to integrate the images into single 3D
coordinates equivalent to 3D space. As all the arrangement including 3D anatomy, imaging modality positioning,
and skin markers is manual, therefore, to unify all these into meaningful data each item must relate to each
other constantly during the acquisition of all the views, to replicate the 3D object into a symmetrical 3D endproduct.
The constancy of calibration is imperative to resolve geometrical equations between the points in all the views
to establish co-linearity with the direct linear transformation method. Therefore, the calibration of radiographic
imaging modalities is preferably achieved by placing one or more skin markers on the region of interest
(Reinhard, 2014). In case there is a single imaging system, as generally is the case for a standard chest x-ray,
then the synchronization process is a significant step when taking multiple views to produce a meaningful highquality 3D model. It is the direct linear transformation program that optimizes the correspondence of the
anatomic points(Dansereau & Stokes, 1988). Mathematically, there are unknown terms in the linear
transformation matrix for calculation for each point(Reinhard, 2014). The radio-opaque skin landmarks and the
paired points marked on the images are converged iteratively until the co-linearity distance between them is
less than 0.1mm(Dansereau & Stokes, 1988). Thus, the 3D virtual image is generated as discrete points on all
the matched views. The rigours of the technique are to apply the algorithm to all the points and compute them
with the help of a software application.
In summary, stereo-radiography involves two or more radiographic views representing region-of-interest and
calibration of the imaging modalities to match object space to image planes for constancy of coordinates. Then
carefully maximum numbers of anatomical features are selected to mark points on the regional anatomy,
followed by the application of a photogrammetry algorithm and direct linear transformation program for stereo
correspondence of points to integrate all the views into 3D anatomy. At the time of calibration, a constant
geometric relationship between the subject and the two or more radiographic imaging modalities is highly
desirable to prevent the reflection of errors in the final 3D reconstruction for precision surgical applications. The
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technique demands complex mathematical formulations to reach desirable accuracy particularly when it is
applied for the insertion of pedicle screws in corrective surgery of a scoliotic spine.
Before imaging, the radio-opaque skin markers less than 1.0mm in diameter are applied at the centre of the
sternal notch, junction of manubrium-gladiolus, and gladiolus-xiphisternum in the sagittal plane for calibration
between the subject and the imaging modality in all the planes. Additional markers on the ribs, mid-shaft of
both the clavicles, posterior and anterior elements of the thoracic spine, and spinous process of the seventh
cervical vertebra, and many more sites on the 2D images are selected to increase the precision and quality of
the final reconstructed image (Fig. 4). The calibration and additional markers are used for the photogrammetry
algorithm and the direct linear transformation program.

Figure 4 – Suggested skin and additional markers on the x-ray images shown on oblique anterior-posterior
(top) and posterior-anterior (bottom) views of the thoracic skeleton for plain radiographic imaging.
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6.0 Image-based bone density and material properties of hard and soft tissues
Developing a patient-specific clinically valid engineering bone model with or without an implant requires the
geometry of the skeletal segment, bone density of the specified section of the skeletal segment, material
properties; boundary conditions, and patient-appropriate loads to calculate the stress and strain values in each
bone. Hence, the measurement of bone density and extraction of the bone material properties for patientspecific application is one of the fundamental roles of medical image analysis and image processing.
Mechanically, in the living, the wet bone is almost a solid composite structure. How it responds under load is
dependent on bone strength as the function of bone mineral content per unit volume of the bone tissue. And
the way the mineral is distributed at a specific site in its 3D anatomy accounts for local bone density. At any
given site, in addition to the bone geometry, it is the local bone density and orientation of the collagen fibres
that confers upon bone its global material properties to resist applied forces.
To choose the most ameliorative patient-appropriate implant design the skeletal segment primarily requires
segregation by applying the most suitable segmentation method for analyzing patient-specific bone geometry
and local density to calculate bone material properties such as elastic modulus for further analysis. The
reconstruction of a 3D bone model from 2D plain radiographs or CT slices can easily provide bone geometry
and bone density as Hounsfield units (HU) extracted from image intensity to calculate bone material properties.

Figure 5 – An x-ray image of the head and neck of an adolescent femur showing weight-dependent
orientation and distribution of the trabeculae.
6.1 Radiation based measurement of bone density
Visually, a rough estimate of bone density and strength can be made from the thickness of the diaphyseal cortex
and the lush distribution of trabeculae as stress lines in the metaphyseal zones on plain x-ray images (Fig 5). In
elective surgery, to assess the fracture risk the bone mineral density (BMD) can be measured using radiationbased technologies such as dual-energy x-rays, quantitative CT, and less often ultrasound. Quantitative CT (QCT)
is more sensitive for detecting osteoporosis than dual-energy x-rays(Adams, 2009). Dual-energy x-ray technique
measures areal BMD in a 2D frame at specifically selected sites. It does not distinguish between cortical and
trabecular bone mineral density. The guiding values are population-based standard deviations rather than
patient-specific. On the other hand, QCT provides a 3D volumetric window to measure BMD against a calibrated
phantom placed in the field. It differentiates between cortical and trabecular bone at the anatomical site of
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interest and is more patient-specific(Kaufman and Siffert), 2001). Apart from cost, excessive radiation compared
to dual-energy x-ray technique QCT is an ethical concern to assess a person for fracture risk, albeit important.
6.2 Fractal dimension and bone strength
Osteoporosis is a systemic disease characterized by low bone mass and deterioration of bone microarchitecture, leading to increased bone fragility and consequently an increase in fracture risk(“Consensus
Development Conference: Diagnosis, Prophylaxis, and Treatment of Osteoporosis,” 1993). The image intensity
has a high correlation to the amount of calcium in the bone. The higher the mineral content higher is the
attenuation of x-rays and the higher the grey-level value. To relate the bone mineral content to grey-level values
it is necessary to standardize radiographic images for further reliable analysis. The trabecular bone is built of
variably dense interlacing micro-beams made of osteons within the cortical envelope to form a honeycomb
structure of varying-sized lacunae to resist compression is an important architectural design feature that is used
to assess bone strength(Dalstra et al., 1993; Mullender et al., 1998) in dentistry.

Figure 6 - A plain radiograph of the trabecular bone of the mandible demonstrating varied geometrical shapes
and dimensions of the fractal-like structure of inter-trabecular spaces.
The technique of fractal dimension has been applied to study the characteristics of trabecular structure seen on
plain radiographic images of cortico-cancellous bone of the mandible to measure its bone density (Fig. 6). A
fractal is a geometrical structure when magnified or divided into smaller parts still retains its original shape
referred to as self-similarity(Mandelbrot, 1983). In healthy bones, the fractal dimensions are smaller and there
are more fractal boxes (intertrabecular lacunae) per unit area/volume, and the greater the number of thick
trabeculae per unit volume higher is the bone mineral content(Harrar & Hamami, 2008). As the trabeculae get
sparse in the case of osteoporosis the fractal dimensions get larger due to an increase in the size of lacunae with
thinning and loss of the trabeculae. Although there is a close relationship between the number and the thickness
of the trabeculae and the total grey-level value of pixel intensity and fractal dimension of a region due to the
degree of x-ray attenuation, however, there seems to be no significant relationship with bone mineral
density(Camargo et al., 2016). The fractal dimension of local trabecular bone may be considered when bone
quality is being assessed for low-demand tissue anchoring implant surgery.
6.3 Calculating elastic modulus of the patient-specific bone segment
Bone is a heterogeneous composite material, and each skeletal segment responds differently to load depending
on its unique geometry and bone density. In its natural state, the bone material is viscoelastic and anisotropic
in-vivo and much of it may change during storage and preparation for experimentation(Turner & Burr, 2001) to
estimate mechanical properties for clinical application. Therefore, the application of experimentally extracted
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bone material properties is less than optimal and not patient-specific. It becomes even more irrelevant when
approximate patient-appropriate loading conditions are applied for numerical analysis and surgical treatment.
Secondly, under experimental conditions bone material is generally assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic,
with a linear stress-strain relationship, which defies the ground truth in real life for a given patient.
The elastic modulus refers to the stiffness of engineering material and the relationship of stress-strain represents
linearity up to the point where the deformed material will return to its original physical state, and beyond which
it will sustain permanent plastic deformation. If the time-dependent repetitive load continues the material will
yield, creating a stress fracture depending on strength of the material, which is related to bone density and its
geometry. It has been now known for a fair length of time that there is a physical relationship between bone
density and elastic modulus(Carter & Hayes, 1977; Helgason et al., 2008). There are several power laws to find
elastic modulus from bone mineral density. One such power law to calculate the elastic modulus of bone is
based on Morgan’s material law(Morgan et al., 2003). The calculated result can be used for in-silico experimental
finite element analysis of the bone with or without an implant. It has also been known that there is a significant
correlation between CT image grey-level values and the apparent density of trabecular bone(McBroom et al.,
1985). From the CT image, three bone density parameters are extracted – bone mineral content equivalent to
grey-level values, bone ash, and bone ash mass(Schileo et al., 2008). And, CT numbers or Hounsfield Units (HU)
is a quantitative radio-density scale, which has a linear relation to x-ray attenuation. Under the same conditions,
distilled water has zero HU and air has minus1000HU. To obtain the value of HU the bone mineral content of
wet bone specimen is first converted to the apparent bone density, which in turn is applied to Morgan’s law to
calculate elastic modulus(Keyak et al., 1994). According to Morgan’s law E = 6.95dapp1.49 where E is Young’s
modulus in Giga Pascal and dapp is apparent bone density in g/cm3. 3D image reconstruction of a bone provides
a voxel-based image intensity gradient for bone density calculation and volumetric bone geometry including
the cortical and trabecular architecture of the skeletal segment for finite element meshing and numerical
calculation.
6.4 Elastography to extract mechanical properties of soft tissues
The skeletal muscles, skin, and subcutaneous fat around the thoracic cage, and the breasts over the surface of
the chest in females form a major component of the soft tissue envelope. The amount of soft tissue and the
action of the underlying muscles directly influences the stability of the healing osteochondrotomy of the
sternum. Considering the weight of the soft tissue coat, the breasts and the forces generated by the active
musculature, including the diaphragm, oppose the function of the fixation implants. Therefore, it is only
reasonable to include the weight and material properties of these soft tissue structures at the time of FE
modeling (FEM) and FE analysis (FEA). Although the elastic modulus values of these soft tissues are available
from the literature but cannot be applied for patient-specific higher analysis.
There are few imaging techniques available for exploration to measure the elastic modulus of soft tissues. They
employ physical principles of ultrasound, MRI, x-rays, and optic and acoustic signals, grouped under the heading
of elastography(Sarvazyan et al., 2011). The soft tissues are considered “incompressible” because of the
abundance of water, relative to contained solid organic materials. It means the application of external force
changes the shape of the tissues depending on their elastic modulus, without altering their volume. Other
related soft tissue parameters are the bulk compressional and shear elasticity moduli, which respectively depend
on molecular composition and their interaction, and to structural architecture of the tissues(Savzyan AP, 2001).
The Poisson’s ratio (relative change in shape under load) of well-hydrated soft tissues is close to 0.5. For static
deformation the reported shear elasticity modulus of soft tissues is approximately one-third of the elastic
modulus and the bulk compressional modulus for all soft tissues is approximated to that of water, varying within
10% of it(Sarvazyan et al., 2011), likely dependent on the amount and distribution of solids in it.
Of all elastography techniques, the simplistic technique of strain ultrasound elastography for clinical application
is based on Hooke’s law. It can be used effectively to measure elastic modulus by applying direct compression
adjacent to the region of interest for mapping the material properties and measured as the ratio of stress and
strain, relative to a reference tissue such as adipose tissue. The compression can be either applied via the
handheld ultrasound transducer or physiological movements generated during respiration in the case of the
thoracic cage. The compression load can be variable and operator-dependent. Therefore, supersonic shear wave
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imaging is preferred where ultrasound waves are generated within regional tissues by the same transducer that
receives the reflected waves for assessment(Bercoff et al., 2004; Gennisson et al., 2010). It is the velocity of the
transmitted shear waves, which is measured to calculate the elastic modulus (E = 3 x V 2 kilo Pascal)(Bercoff et
al., 2004).
The heterogeneity of the tissues within the same category, alignment of the probe, and the relative value of the
elastic modulus between the mapped region-of-interest and reference tissue within an elastogram make it a
comparative semi-quantitative parameter of dissimilar tissues, depending on operator choice. Secondly, when
the overlying soft tissue coat on the muscles is thick the mean values acquired by manual force strain
elastography of the deeper tissues may be less reliable as compared to shear wave elastography imaging. The
most significant clinical advantage of elastography is that it is a non-invasive technique. Currently, despite
limited clinical applications, the elastography technique may still be considered an important tool to measure
in-vivo biomechanical properties of muscles(Levinson et al., 1995) for patient-specific and patient-appropriate
FEA.
7.0 Patient-specific bone density and elastic modulus of the thoracic cage elements
The HU and bone density of the sternum can be measured reliably in all those patients who undergo cardiac CT
to assess coronary artery calcification. The thoracic spine bone mineral density measurements recorded in the
females are higher than the males (female 222mg/cm3 and males 215mg/cm3) and are 17-20% higher than the
lumbar spine when measured with QCT (p<0.001)(Budoff et al., 2010). The literature is silent on the areal bone
density measured with the dual-energy x-ray of the sternum in-vivo because it is concealed by the thoracic
vertebral column and blanched out by the cardiac shadow. In a cadaveric study, the bone mineral density was
determined by measuring the bone ash method the male sterna were found to be denser than the female in all
regions of the sternum and central mid-line density was higher than along the lateral edges(Selthofer et al.,
2010). The reported bone mineral density of the manubrium ranged from 169 to 220mg/cm 3 and for the
gladiolus it was 160 to 227mg/cm3. Statistically, there is a significant age-related reduction of bone density in
the sternum of the females than the males, thereby increasing the risk of fracture during surgical retraction and
dehiscence following osteochondrotomy of the sternum. How insignificant the statistical differences may seem
to be between the living and the cadaveric values, there are significant differences in inter-regional and intraregional values of bone mineral density when it comes to developing a site-specific and a patient-specific FEM
of a whole bone to measure the outcome of locally applied loads under an implant in a patient-appropriate
surgical application.
The correlation between elastic modulus and grey-level pixel and voxel values are given in the literature(Reeves
et al., 2012; Viceconti et al., 1998) cannot be compared because the studies lack consistency in methodology,
standardization of imaging modalities to extract image intensity gradient, vary in choice of anatomical sites, and
are population-based. There are also intra-region variations in the estimated elastic modulus. For example, the
elastic modulus values vary between anterior (7.5GPa), lateral (11.9GPa), and posterior segments (10.7GPa) of a
rib (p<0.01)(Stitzel et al., 2003). The literature has limited studies on the material properties of muscles and is
silent on the correlation between grey-level values and material properties of soft tissues directly related to the
skeletal system for inclusion to optimize patient-specific and patient-appropriate FEM. There is no convincing
mathematical correlation between grey-level pixel/voxel intensity values, HU, BMD, and elastic modulus in the
form of a sliding scale or a log table currently available that can be predictably applied directly with confidence
in clinical practice for patient-specific and patient-appropriate surgical applications.
8.0 Finite element method and finite element modeling
8.1 Why finite element modeling?
In structural engineering, the in-silico (computer-based referring to silicon) assessment of the structures is a
well-established technique by applying the finite element method. Since the early 1970s, it has been increasingly
applied to study the competency of surgical implants in conjunction with experimental
biomechanics(Brekelmans et al., 1972; Huiskes & Chao, 1983). More recently the role of the FE model has been
extended to patient-specific surgical planning. FEM as an engineering tool can be used easily to analyze any
complex biological structure that responds to physical laws. Building a physical model, real or virtual, brings an
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opportunity to apply engineering principles to biological tissues to understand their mechanical behaviour and
extract information for clinical applications. The process allows simulation of near-life deformation of biological
materials, both solid and fluid, to the applied mechanical forces on given 3D geometry in-silico.
All biological structures are constructed of multiple extrinsic layers and intrinsic organ systems with their
elements arranged in interlacing elastic strings, beams, and struts made up of solid, semisolid, and fluid materials
in a variety of configurations giving heterogeneous appearances on radiographic images. Therefore, it becomes
necessary that a physical or a virtual model is realistic enough to represent various structures such that both the
extrinsic and intrinsic tissues experience corresponding mechanical deformation under mechanical loads. In
biomedical engineering, many physical models for biological applications are heuristic models, such as a spring,
based on Hooke’s law to represent muscles. On the other hand, computer models are based on continuum
mechanics to run finite element analyses. The heuristic models are computationally less expensive, but they
produce random and inconsistent results. Comparatively, FEM with a higher computational cost is more accurate
for intricate multilayered structural anatomy with multiple elements expected to experience large deformation
under displacement forces(Ladjal et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2018). Therefore, the FE modeling permit study of
inter-relationship between different tissues under applied forces (loads) and constraints (boundary conditions)
to produce tissue displacement more specifically in patient-specific and patient-appropriate clinical applications.
8.2 Mesh structure of finite elements
A FE model is constructed by dividing and subdividing a continuous structure into a finite number of finite-size
elements(Bro-Nielsen, 1998; Zienkiewicz et al., 2013). Each element can have an infinite degree of freedom under
mathematical conditions but is generally limited by finite differential and algebraic equations due to few known
finite parameters for clinical applications. The numerical analysis is conducted on the discretized structure,
applied discretely on each finite element represented in a mesh either overlaid or embedded within the
structure. The deformation or displacement of the structure is recorded as a change in its physical configuration
(strain) and a change in its potential energy experienced by each element of the mesh. The FE mesh is a nonoverlapping network constructed by arbitrarily dividing a surface and/or intrinsic substance of a solid or fluid
into simple geometrical elements like tiles resulting in a tessellation of the space. 2D elements are geometric
primitives such as squares, and triangles and in the case of 3D space, the elements can be made-up of cubes,
tetrahedrons, hexahedrons, pyramids, or other prismatic shapes. Each vertex (corner) of a polyhedron is
represented by a node and has edges and faces shared with other elements in the mesh. The mesh can be purely
made of a tetrahedron, hexahedron, or a hybrid of two or more shaped elements. Tetrahedrons are more
commonly used for the analysis of medical structures, but hexahedron elements have greater accuracy because
they can deform in a lower strain energy milieu under varying conditions(Benzley et al., 1995).
The FE methods based on the mesh can be time-consuming to generate patient-specific FE mesh for analysis
where the structural anatomy is intricate(Wittek et al., 2016). In the case of an anatomical structure where there
are multiple hard and soft tissue inclusions for FE analysis, only nodes without the connecting elements are
preferred to form a standard grid instead of a complete mesh, to calculate stress and strain at the nodes by
applying an explicit Lagrangian dynamic algorithm for surgical simulation(Horton et al., 2010).
To perform medical image analysis, the structure of bones is better visualized on CT and soft tissue structures
are delineated better with MRI imaging. Before the construction of the FE mesh, the image is segmented digitally
or manually to segregate the region of interest. The meshing process begins with the input of extrinsic mesh on
the surface of a segmented model as a shell and intrinsic mesh is established as volumetric solid FE mesh from
the reconstruction of 2D slices of CT and MRI images into 3D. In a 3D image, the volumetric FE element is
represented as a hexahedral voxel. Voxel meshes are practical for the simulation and examination of a structure.
Computing time is proportional to the density and geometry of the mesh elements. But quantity and quality of
the mesh are important variables to accurately simulate the geometry and increase precision. For refinement of
the mesh denser clusters of elements at important sites and sparse ones at others are built into the mesh, and
for faster analysis parallel algorithms can be run on graphic processing units (GPU) for numerical solutions. The
GPU acts as a co-processor to the central processing unit for executing code run in parallel. GPU with its multithreaded architecture is designed to compute parallel data with high arithmetic intensity. Further details on FE
methods for meshing techniques and automatic mesh creation are beyond the scope of this review. There is
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extensive published literature available for interested readers(Giovannelli et al., 2014; Hitschfeld-Kahler, 2005;
Keyak et al., 1990; Lorensen & Cline, 1987; Viceconti et al., 1998).
9.0 Clinical consideration of finite element method
The much greater impetus to the application of FE methods has come from improved imaging technology and
data analysis capability of desktop computing. This has opened possibilities to design and custom-fit patientspecific implants and the ability to select a patient-appropriate implant from the existing stock in a hospital to
make better choices and improve outcomes for surgical applications. As FEA is a specialized engineering tool,
therefore within the surgical environment the objective of better choices for improved surgical outcomes is only
possible if there is a dedicated team of clinical biomechanical engineers(Gandhi, 2022). For a greater
understanding of each surgery undertaken by the surgical team the collaboration with the clinical biomechanical
engineering team ideally should begin the process of computational modeling at the time of pre-operative
planning. It is expected that such an approach not only will improve patient-based outcomes but might reduce
the surgical cost to the health provider in terms of time, implant fatigue failure, and pre-selection of the implant
to limit in-house stock and even consideration of custom additive manufacturing of an implant or a jig to assist
anatomical reconstruction. It is about time that FE analysis techniques are transferred in earnest to clinical
practice as a surgical tool rather than continue to be an experimental engineering method. There are advocates
for “patient-specific” surgical application of FEM now for more than a decade(Neal & Kerckhoffs, 2009; Poelert
et al., 2013; Viceconti et al., 2006).
9.1 The practice of finite element modeling and analysis
The essential parameters for patient-specific FE modeling of the skeleton include image-based 3D modeling of
the bone to acquire its surface characteristics, bone geometry, and material properties of the indexed section of
the bone segment; patient-appropriate physiological and pathological activity-based loads, and boundary
conditions. In the case of the thoracic cage, whenever possible it is important to include fascio-cutaneous soft
tissues, adipose tissues, breasts, muscles, tendons, articular cartilages, capsules, and ligaments to complete
patient-specific model requirements. Include viscoelastic and anisotropic behaviour, elastic modulus, and
Poisson's ratio representing material properties of all the soft tissues acting on the skeletal segment of the
regional anatomy. The reconstruction of 3D images from 2D radiographic multiple views can be a cost-effective
and safe technique in daily surgical practice. To achieve the goals of patient-specific engineering of the boneimplant synthesis, any population-based and labour-intensive segmentation techniques requiring a priori
knowledge for bone modeling, selection of non-patient-specific bone material properties from the literature for
FE analysis, application of non-patient-appropriate boundary conditions and forces under clinical conditions are
less than ideal.
In most cases, 3D CT image reconstruction is a common diagnostic investigation for surgical management of
fractures and MRI for elective orthopaedic surgery. The same applies to most open-heart surgery patients for
cardio-pulmonary assessment with CT studies of the chest pre-operatively. It provides an adequate opportunity
to acquire a 3D image of the thorax for segmentation and FEM. To reduce the radiation exposure the use of the
limited exposure CT technique for 3D patient-specific FEM comes with errors during thresholding, filtering noise,
and smoothing procedures to recreate new 2D slices(Shim et al., 2007). Manipulation of the image during preprocessing may alter grey-level values, particularly along with the edge pixels and voxels during 3D
reconstruction, which would hinder intensity-based segmentation of the anatomy, extraction of material
properties, and creation of mesh for FE analysis.
The FE-based bone-implant computational modeling for analysis should preferably be automatic to increase
efficiency, reproducibility, and accuracy to enhance surgical procedure outcomes. It should be robustly
supported by engineering principles to make the surgical procedure ameliorative and safe to represent patientappropriate loading conditions. An ideal biomechanical thoracic cage FE model is required to avoid making suboptimal implant choices for the reconstruction of osteochondrotomy of the sternum following open heart and
major vessel surgery in the mediastinum to improve patient-based outcomes. The biomechanical model of the
thorax should include all the components of the articulated thoracic skeleton including the sternum, the
clavicles, all the ribs, the thoracic vertebral column with intervertebral discs, the costovertebral and the costo-
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sternal articulations with articular cartilages, costal cartilages, capsules, and ligaments. Also include
fasciocutaneous adipose tissue and breasts, intercostal muscles and pectoralis group, diaphragm, and the
abdominal wall musculature acting directly on the sternum to optimize the forces acting on the split sternum
with all necessary physical constraints applied to each component(Ladjal et al., 2013). Intrathoracic organs and
sub-diaphragmatic solid organs such as the liver and spleen do have a significant influence on biomechanics of
the thoracic cage and be included in constructing a model for respiratory mechanics(Saadé et al., 2010). To keep
administration and computation costs low, once a comprehensive master model is ready, it can be utilized as a
framework and modified for registering patient-specific variations before or after the segmentation of the
images. This can be achieved by applying multilayer parametric solid(Wang et al., 2011) or similar modeling
techniques to update patient-specific morphometric parameters of the skeletal elements and soft tissues;
followed by patient-specific material properties, patient-appropriate boundary conditions, and loads to study a
set of suitable implants in parallel on a system with multi-threaded GPU.
The true ribs (1-6) lift the sternum anteriorly and cranially, while false ribs (7-10) cause anterior and lateral
movements, and floating ribs (11 and 12) posteriorly provide attachments to the paravertebral muscles play
significant stabilizing and mechanical role acting like calipers during deep breathing by their circumferential
expansile movements. The bucket-handle movements of the false ribs apply considerable force to disrupt the
distal part of the reconstructed osteochondrotomy of the sternum in the early postoperative period(Dasika et
al., 2003). Both the compartments of the trunk, the thoracic cage and the abdominal cavity with mobile pistonlike action of the diaphragm assist ventilation under varying physiological and pathological conditions(Wade,
1954; Ward et al., 1992). Obesity has a noteworthy effect on the physiology of breathing by affecting respiratory
compliance due to increased weight on the thoracic cage and abdomen to alter the biomechanics of the thoracic
cage and diaphragm(Luce, 1980; NAIMARK & CHERNIACK, 1960). Therefore, for the selection of an ameliorative
implant, a 3D biomechanical model of the thoracic skeleton including all the soft tissues responsible for its
mechanical stability, kinematics, and patient-appropriate forces are important.
In women, the breasts form an integral part of the thoracic cage anatomy and have significant mechanical
influence due to their weight and geometry. Therefore, it is appropriate to include them when constructing a FE
model(García et al., 2018) for bone-implant interface analysis of osteochondrotomy of the sternum. Normally,
the base of the breasts spanning an area between the second to the sixth rib vertically, and the lateral border of
the sternum to the anterior axillary line horizontally on either side, weigh 500-1000gm(Grassley, 2002). The
breast tissue is suspended by Cooper’s ligaments from the pectoral fascia covering the pectoralis major, which
in turn is inserted into the ipsilateral half of the sternum(Riggio et al., 2000). The unsupported breasts move
relative to fixed points on the chest wall, and the skin boundaries move 25-60% depending on the weight from
the resting position with the gait cycle of an individual(Khatam et al., 2015). The weight of the breasts exerts an
inferior and lateral cyclic force of 5-15N, 5000 times per day, and exceeds 50N during strenuous activity(Gefen
& Dilmoney, 2007). For clinical application average weight of each breast may be estimated from the volume
(500ml to 1000ml) and tissue density (0.916g/cm 3 to 1.000g/cm3)(Choppin et al., 2016) by filling a specially
designed comfortably fitting breast volume measuring 1‘surgical brassiere meter’ made from non-extensible
material, sizes from A, B, C…, and/or 3D MRI to acquire the geometry for FE modeling.
The FE modeling techniques described in the literature utilize statistically averaged values of material properties
of the human thoracic skeleton and soft tissue structures derived from experimental biomechanical studies(GzikZroska et al., 2013; Ladjal et al., 2013) if applied to would fail the objectives of patient-specific and patientappropriate medicine for surgical application. The loading conditions should be physiological and include
pathological loads relevant to co-morbid states and known physical non-standard loads other than activities of
daily living in young healthy individuals. To conduct FE analysis for implant fitting, consider the viscoelastic and
anisotropic nature of the wet bone to duplicate living conditions, and implant geometry and its material
properties to make the analysis patient-specific and patient-appropriate.
10.0 Finite element-based quantification of the divided sternum
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The morphology and bone geometry of the sternum is simple. The cortico-cancellous structure with a thin
cortical shell encloses trabecular struts of varying thickness that confers heterogeneous image intensity gradient
equivalent to variable bone density. When the image intensity gradient (grey-level scale) is used to extract the
material properties' accurate representation at each of the sternebrae the implant holding the
osteochondrotomy of the sternum must also be applied. 3D FE model built by applying tetrahedral solid
elements to the cortex captures more accurate results than shell-plate elements(Varghese et al., 2011). The
advantage of the 3D FE model is that the hexahedral voxelized mesh is more likely to provide volume-based
accurate grey-level values, Hounsfield Units, and bone mineral density to extract elastic modulus at each element
for the patient-specific bone properties(Helgason et al., 2008). The bone cortex and trabecular structures should
be assigned appropriate material properties based on radiographic intensity gradient without assumptions.
Similarly, assign boundary constraints and patient-appropriate time-dependent loading conditions during the
healing of the re-constructed sternum. The strain and intrinsic stress experienced by the tissues at each voxel
element and set of nodes that represent bone-implant construct under native forces reflect the mechanical
effect of the chosen implant at the cut-edges of cortico-cancellous osteochondrotomy of the sternum under
cyclical loads during healing. Direct physical and intrinsic loads due to persistent muscle tone of major skeletal
postural muscles also need to be taken into consideration. Ideally, the boundary conditions applied at the boneimplant interface must exceed the safety factor of three times or more than the expected maximum mechanical
loads on the cortical surface of the sternum to assess for notching and initiation of the construct failure(Gandhi,
2019).
The primary objective of FEM is an assessment of implant design that fits the geometry and surface
characteristics of the split sternum and optimally maintains opposing interfacial forces until healing is complete.
The split anatomy of the sternum can be variable due to normal variations and congenital deformities and the
objectives can only be fulfilled either by a customized 3D printed implant of a suitable biomaterial or a readily
available implant made of a self-contouring material that would hold the divided verges of the sternum until
healing is complete. Seemingly, Stainless steel cerclage wire and similar malleable circumferential implants are
the only devices that have the self-contouring ability at the time of application to mold around the shape of the
sternum. However, the rectangular cross-section of the sternum and soft tissue interposition at the implantbone interface prevents uniform moulding of even such devices around the sternum. Frequently, uncontrolled
force at the time of their application can lead to mal-reduction, progressive loosening, early fatigue and
breakage, and gap development due to unexpected high lateral distraction forces resulting in delayed or nonunion. Hence, there is a need for a patient-specific and patient-appropriate approach to selecting implant design
during pre-operative planning. There is little room for population-based statistically determined allometric and
anthropometric measurements in elective surgical practice for implant selection. To assess the structural
integrity of the reconstructed sternum the computational model must be designed pre-operatively and devices
analyzed to become ready for application with the collaborative effort of an experienced clinical biomechanical
engineer for an expert surgeon to implement the reported in-silico results. FE analysis is the only method
available to carry out a selection of patient-specific and patient-appropriate implant designs to reconstruct an
osteochondrotomy of the sternum.
11.0 Verification and validation of finite element analysis
Verification and validation are essential steps for FEM and FEA before the in-silico results can be transferred to
the real world and convince the surgical team to accept the choice of an implant based on stress-strain analysis.
The availability of a high-level validation process for surgical implementation effectively and specifically to an
individual patient is still unknown, because for the validation process biomechanical experiments are performed
either on synthetic bone models or animal and human cadaveric bones. The computer modeling parameters are
based on the geometry of 3D CT of the cadaveric bones, generic bone material properties, assumed boundary
conditions, and loads for solving variable partial differential equations. According to the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers Verification and Validation Standard Committee, “Guide for the verification and validation
in computational solid mechanics” (ASME V and V-10-2006), the verification process determines that a
computational model is an accurate representation of the mathematical model and its solution, and validation
process determines the degree to which a computational model is an accurate representation of the intended
real-world application. FE method provides approximate solutions to real-world problems because several input
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parameters are assumptions. There are uncertainties regarding the choice of software, type of finite elements,
mesh density, and refinement. There can be mathematical errors during the iteration process, and errors in
applying boundary and load conditions. All these factors can add up to have a cumulative effect, particularly
when the FEA study is time-dependent, and compared to experimental and past literature data for validation.
Currently, the best approach for patient-specific computer modeling is to acquire bone geometry from the 3D
CT reconstruction of the index bone segment for surgical intervention. Adopting reliable segmentation
techniques, extracting true native bone material properties from patients’ 3D image grey-level intensities,
patient-specific and patient-appropriate boundary conditions and loads in-silico FEM and FEA for clinical
application can be an intense exercise to execute without the help of a dedicated clinical biomechanical
engineering team. Although, during FEA the reconstructed 3D sternum within the thoracic cage model can be
cyclically loaded to simulate respiratory movements, cough episodes, and other forces that may act on the
healing sternum and a set of implants. But still, what is impossible is to precisely embed physiological and
pathological parameters and risk factors, and time-dependent metabolic and progressive tissue healing
processes into well-established engineering methods. At present, establishing and assuring one hundred
percent safety of in-silico modeling and analysis for the selection of an implant can be difficult to recommend
with confidence without practicing the finite element method routinely for long-term surgeon experience to
help develop trust in FEM and FEA. It does not mean that the process is impossible. It invites interested practicing
scientists to come together without inertia yet remain within the goals of patient safety and outcome.
12.0 Discussion
The “single-patient” is a statistical term, which refers to the n-of-1 trial methodology where a treatment plan is
specifically developed for a single patient that is appropriate only for that person, precisely defining the ‘patientspecific and patient-appropriate medicine’ in clinical practice. As the patient is the sole beneficiary of this intense
investigative exercise, therefore, it begins with the surgical workup from the time of the first clinical encounter
with a patient to the time he or she receives the expected outcome in a minimal time in a cost-effective manner.
To successfully fulfill such objectives of reconstructing a fracture or an osteotomy the knowledge of bone
geometry, bone mineral density, the elastic modulus of the soft and hard tissues, boundary conditions, and
loads applied to a skeletal segment are key factors for exercising patient-specific and patient-appropriate implant
selection based on the finite element method. In case multiple implants or a variety of implants are required to
reconstruct a skeletal segment such as the sternum, it requires extraction of localized bone mineral density
distribution based on pixel grey-level values without the alteration of original image characteristics to calculate
mechanical properties at each one of the sternebrae for the fixation of one or more types of implants. As most
of the patients requiring osteochondrotomy of the sternum present with comorbidities that variously affect
bone healing under different boundary and loading conditions, it also demands modeling the soft tissue
envelope including major muscle groups affecting articulated skeletal segments associated with the index
segment and their native mechanical properties for FEA.
As of now, there is no standardization of imaging technologies between each other for the acquisition of
equivalent pixel grey-level values for medical images based on soft and hard tissue characteristics. Similarly,
there are no reliable power laws to extract true material properties from BMD to calculate patient-specific
mechanical properties for surgical applications under conditions of patient-appropriate physiology and
pathology. Other than averaged HU/CT number applied at each node of FE mesh none of the image modalities
provide in-vivo true BMD based on microarchitecture at a specific site. A large point x-ray source of a standard
CT machine produces geometrical backtracking of the photon path through the samples to cause shadows and
blurring making it unreliable for quantitative CT procedures. Whereas micro-CT produces a sharper x-ray beam
for accurate quantitative measurements of bone mineral content(Landis & Keane, 2010; Teo et al., 2006). For
quantitative CT measurements, a calibration curve is generated each time by exposing phantoms of various
known densities. And, from this calibration curve, each voxel grey-level value of the 3D bone sample is converted
to bone mineral densities. Bone mineral content at the micro-level can also be extracted by scanning the surface
of bone samples with a scanning electron microscope(Roschger et al., 1995). The high-speed focused beam of
electrons elastically interacts with the bone sample. The reflected scattered electrons from atoms of higher
atomic numbers are recorded as brighter grey-level images and one with a lower atomic number is darker. The
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intensity of backscattered electron proportional to atomic numbers of various atoms in each bone specimen
provides a spectrum of grey-level values(Bereshiem et al., 2019). The grey-level values can be used to calculate
apparent bone density and material properties by applying Morgan’s law or similar material power laws.
Animal reproduction of its’ own ‘kind’ is a gross example of self-similarity from the fusion of non-similar
elements, at least in appearance! Once past the stem cell self-similarity upon functional cell differentiation its
self-similarity is lost and then cell-type self-similarity follows to have an independent organization within the
entire animal structure of dissimilarities. Self-similarity in chirality (the right and left-handedness and physical
non-superimposition) of Laevo- and Dextro-rotation as seen in chemical isomers also occur during embryonic
development of animals that leads to the development of non-superimposing bilateral structures, with
exception of mid-sagittal axial structures such as the sternum, for attaining optimal mechanical strength and
co-ordination of functions in organisms from the nanoscale to macroscale levels, with likely variations at
intermediate levels due to extrinsic influences. A rope consisting of multiple fibres twisted into yarn, and then
multiple bundles of yarn wound together provide structural and functional requirements to attain its’ tensile
strength rather than compressive strength and is a simple everyday example of hierarchical “Fractal” and
“Chirality.” Another interesting example is folding any A-size paper sheet seven times (maximum structural paper
folding hierarchy) over itself will not fold any further achieving optimal mechanical strength and functionality
that can be used as a fracture-splint safely! There are nine levels of chirality of bone structure from atomic to
macroscale.
Similarly, the hierarchical “fractal-like” organization(Reznikov et al., 2018) and chirality(Zhou et al., 2022) of bone
based on the concept of Mandelbrot’s “Fractal” refers to self-similar structural elements organized in a specific
repetitive manner at all levels. At the macroscale and microscale level “Fractal index” or “Fractal
dimension,”(Camargo et al., 2016; Harrar & Hamami, 2008) as a ratio or Fractal box-counting refers to the
‘shape’ and measure of the open and closed cells (lacunae) to the thickness of enclosing columnar and platelike trabeculae to describe bone density is in two dimensions rather than three dimensions. Biologically, the
observed dynamic qualitative and quantitative change in the dimension of trabeculae and their geometric
arrangement within a section of a bone segment during remodeling is well described by 2Wolff’s Law, HeuterVolkman’s Law, and piezoelectric charge in response to the local and global forces acting on it in compression
and tension. However, these biological laws ignore the chirality of bone tissue to torque and the influence of
interfacial shear between various elements in response to the applied load, which may have a significant impact
on the fracture healing tissues and the development of fracture geometry at the time of injury. Since in
engineering terms the trabeculae under multitudinous forces remodel for maximum material strength and
stiffness, a variety of geometrical shapes of the intertrabecular lacunae is the result of biological minimalization
of weight and material optimization process for minimization of energy consumption. Thus, geometrical shapes
of the lacunae can hardly be approximated to be self-similar to truly follow the concept of Mandelbrot’s Fractal,
which simply said is akin to self-similar zoom-in zoom-out or making multiple micro-sized copies supposed to
be self-similar of the original image, whereas measured “Fractal dimension” is a set of calculated mathematical
values recommended for clinical application.
Certainly, there will be load-dependent varyingly distributed changes in the dimension of the lacunae due to
thickening and thinning, and loss of trabeculae leading to a greater dissimilitude is said to have a geometrical
affinity has been exploited as a “Fractal dimension.” At a specific section of a bone segment under study, there
is a significant correlation between “Fractal dimension” and pixel grey level, but no correlation to bone
density(Camargo et al., 2016). Therefore, the terms “Fractal index or Fractal dimension” is best avoided to
describe bone density and osteoporosis for clinical applications. As the triangle is the simplest of all the
geometrical primitives the Mandelbrot’s Fractals are exemplified as a homogeneous Sierpinski triangle (Fig. 7B

2

According to the Wolff’s law increasing mechanical stress leads to significant bone mass gain and vice-versa and the Heuter-Volkman’s law suggests
that compression forces inhibit growth and tensile forces stimulate growth in an immature skeleton. Like the Wolff’s law, piezoelectricity on the
compression side generates electronegative charge to stimulate osteoblasts laying new bone and on the tensile side electropositive charge stimulate
osteoclasts leading to resorption.
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Figure 7 – A. A two-dimensional hypothetical representation of the trabecular structure of metaphyseal bone
depicting two or more types of geometric primitives as “Fractals,” which is not so dissimilar to a B. (right)
Chinese tangram showing a variety of primitive geometric shapes and (left) a Sierpinski triangle. C. An
example of “fractal-like” organization at the macroscale level, does not appear to be so self-similar as
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repeating geometric shapes of the lacunae. The variability in the load-directed distribution of the trabeculae
and geometric shapes of the lacunae can be seen in this section of the neck of a femur. There is a meaningful
biological order even in what may appear to be chaotic, in response to applied loads!
left), described much before the “Fractals,” does not lend itself well to the heterogeneous two-and threedimensional geometry of intertrabecular lacunae (Fig. 7C) to be called “Fractals” in its true sense. Instead, it may
be better represented by manifold variegated prismatic and/or spheroidal shapes and arranged in response to
the likely distribution of the applied load as shown in (Fig. 7A) or a Chinese tangram (Fig. 7B right). Whether the
term “Fractal” compounded with another scientific term applies to trabecular-lacunar architecture or not needs
further elucidation, particularly for patient-specific applications, if at all, to assess bone density to establish
optimal fixation of a surface implant via screw thread-bone interface in the metaphyseal section of a bone
segment. In this regard, the orthopaedic community has followed the right and left-handedness and surface
bone chirality features to adopt right and left, and pre-contoured fracture fixation systems. It is a matter of
becoming cognizant of the unique anatomical position of the sternum as an important mid-sagittal axial
structure that defies several patient-specific and patient-appropriate requirements when it comes to
reconstructing the osteochondrotomy of the sternum.
Initially, patient-specific BMD can be measured retrospectively by performing scanning electron
microscopy(Roschger et al., 1998) on bone samples taken intra-operatively from the sterna for comparison to
in-silico pre-operative results based on image intensity to build data for the validation of process in a
longitudinal study as a posteriori for the validation of future FEA. A rectangular cortico-cancellous bone sample
measuring 4 x 2 x 4 mm can be taken from the osteotomy edge of the sternum with the help of a specially
designed non-crushing instrument during surgery at the level of each sternebra and subjected to quantitative
micro-CT to directly measure bone density from image intensities. No special time-consuming sample
preparation is needed for micro-CT imaging. Therefore, the same intact samples can be further processed for
scanning electron microscopy to corroborate the bone density results of the bone sample obtained with microCT image intensity. These intensities can be further compared to the standardized pre-operative plain
radiographic and/or CT image intensity gradient at the corresponding sites of the same patient sternum to
calculate tissue material properties to develop a sliding scale (relationship between bone mineral density, greyscale level values, and elastic modulus) for the future reference. The sliding scale data can then be applied to
the new patients in the future to confer equivalent patient-specific material properties improving the results of
their stress-strain FE analysis, in turn expecting a more realistic outcome of the tested implant.
The most important step is to first develop a hospital-based dedicated team of clinical biomechanical engineers
to undertake these kinds of activities as hospital practitioners, initially in tertiary centres at the regional level.
Later, with improvement in technology and skills, increasing success in implant predictability and trust based on
engineer-surgeon experience, the practice can be expanded to satellite centres or even subcontracted to
federally approved facilities equipped with additive manufacturing. If the efforts to develop “patient-specific”
solutions are kept at the research and experimental level in engineering laboratories, they will never materialize
into therapeutic application in daily practice. An earnest cost analysis is only possible when there is a team in
operation to undertake such studies.
10.0 Conclusion
Building a bridge between engineering and surgical principles and a trusting relationship between two diverse
teams can never be easy. Initially, the experience of the surgeon may outweigh the FE analysis performed by the
clinical biomechanical engineer based on available data, until both teams have sufficient opportunity and
experience of patient-based and surgeon-based evidence built on the practice of patient-specific and patientappropriate medicine. In the case of re-synthesis of osteochondrotomy of the sternum, if FE analysis of six or
more figure-of-zero cerclage wires produces results like other tested commercially available advanced implants,
it is preferable to apply cerclage wires to keep the cost down, for ease of application. Otherwise, preference
should be given to the next most ameliorative implant to reconstruct the sternum following the tenets of patientappropriate medicine(Gandhi, 2019).
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Over time a local library of new patients treated based on in-silico FEA will help build a hierarchy of a variety of
ameliorative implants. Then post-operative patient-based outcome scores can be tallied with the objective FEM
and FEA score system to corroborate and validate the results of the FEA in future instances to generate greater
confidence. Above all, it is a matter of providing sufficient science-based trust to make surgical choices to make
the patients believe and sign well-informed consent for surgery under conditions of in-silico analysis. The
concept of in-silico, n-of-1trial to take the study of ‘patient-specific and patient-appropriate medicine’ further
has been explored in the next part of this series.
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